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Who amongst the people demand the truth? 

Voice of the American Sovereign
(VOAS)

National *Association of American Sovereigns

(NAAS)

Mission:  The Scanned Retina; A Private Citizen Advocacy Membership Association, dedicated 
to Securing Lawful Constitutional Compliance for all sovereign Americans.

scannedretina mission statement

The current “truth” depends on — in which reality we chose to be present!

Is not a society judged on how it treats its most vulnerable 
members…those who can not speak 

and 
defend themselves…?

https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/25/national-association-of-american-sovereigns-naas/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/27/naas-community-chapter/
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/scannedretina-mission-statement1.pdf
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Sovereignty!

GOT HONOR?

We were supposed to fight for Willie!

Now it is official – T R E A S O N

Capital Punishment – Returns to America.

https://scannedretina.com/2015/07/22/sovereignty/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/12/14/got-honor/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/29/we-were-supposed-to-fight-for-willie/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/27/now-it-is-official-t-r-e-a-s-o-n/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/27/capital-punishment-returns-to-america/
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1.  Who amongst the people demand the truth? 

There is no such thing as “HATE Speech!”

The Coat Holders

Hey…whose house is this anyway!

Three Americans in West Virginia have put it on the line. 
Each American is on the hook!

And Now DEAR AMERICANS – IS IT NOT OUR TURN?

It is true Americans…It is your choice…

https://scannedretina.com/2012/07/01/the-coat-holders/
https://scannedretina.com/2010/11/20/heywhose-house-is-this-anyway/
https://scannedretina.com/2015/07/24/three-americans-in-west-virginia-have-put-it-on-the-line-each-american-is-on-the-hook/
https://scannedretina.com/2015/07/24/three-americans-in-west-virginia-have-put-it-on-the-line-each-american-is-on-the-hook/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/07/10/and-now-dear-americans-is-it-not-our-turn/
https://scannedretina.com/2015/09/01/it-is-true-americans-it-is-your-choice/
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1.1.  August 4, 2019

Mr. Stephen Shurtleff
Speaker of the House of Representatives
State House
N.  Main St.
Concord, N.H.   03303

Dear Mr. Shurtleff,
     
      On July 23 at 11:00 a.m., there was a meeting in your office.  In attendance at 
this meeting were Daniel Richard, David Dapkus, Representatives Dick Marple & 
Raymond Howard and myself.  Representing the state were the House Clerk – Paul 
Smith, House Chief of Staff – Eileen Kelly, the House legal counsel James Cianci 
and a recording secretary who’s name I did not get.  The purpose of this meeting 
was for you to discuss the reason why you or the House did not act upon a 
remonstrance that was given to you more than two months earlier.  Before I get 
into this meeting, I feel as though you need to know some history on what led up to 
where we are today. This history is extremely important to the issue at hand.
     Back in August of 2017, I hand delivered a request for a meeting to Governor 
Sununu at the Salmon Falls Church in Rochester.  The letter requested a meeting 
between him and some concerned Inhabitants to discuss some criminal violations 
of the State Constitution that were being perpetrated against the inhabitants of New 
Hampshire.  A meeting was ultimately scheduled with John Formella, the general 
counsel for the Governor.  On September 28, 2017, a meeting took place with a 
group of us and John Formella in attendance.  Unfortunately Governor Sununu was 
not at this meeting but an attorney was.     There was only enough time during this 
meeting to explain our position and go over the 16 page report.  This report was 
supplied to the Governor’s General Counsel in advance of this meeting.   Mr. 
Formella stated that he was short on time and did not have enough time to ask even 
one question of the 7 attendees at that meeting.   I asked him at the close of that 
meeting if we could have a follow up meeting to answer any questions that he may 
have.  He stated that he would but he needed time to go over the report.  We agreed 
and we all went our separate ways  waiting to hear from Mr. Formella.  In January 
of 2018, Representative Raymond Howard ( an attendee of the Sept. 28 meeting ) 
inquired about a follow up meeting with Mr. Formella and a letter was generated 
from the Governor’s General Counsel.  Mr. Formella suggested in his letter that if 
we had issues with any judges in the State that we go through the Judicial review 
board and seek remedy there.  Our issue was not about judges, it was about 
unconstitutional aspects of the State Constitution.
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     In the summer of 2018, a lawsuit was filed against Christopher Sununu in 
Merrimack Superior court.  The case was filed by Daniel Richard and supported by 
the group at the Sept. 28 meeting.  Ultimately the Attorney General got involved 
and asked the judge to drop the case due to lack of standing.  There are two major 
issues of contention here. 1. Sununu was sued personally for not complying with 
article 41 of the Constitution.  2. The Attorney General had no authority getting 
involved in a personal lawsuit and if he did, there would be a conflict of interest.      
Again, for the second time, attorneys got involved in a matter that was not their 
concern. They got involved because there are no Courts of Record/Common Law/
Land Jurisdiction courts in the State of New Hampshire.
       And now, back to our meeting of July 23, 2019.  A meeting was asked for by 
Daniel Richard to speak with you on the Remonstrance that was delivered to you 
but also ignored by you.  When we went into the meeting, you were no where to be 
found but again there were attorneys to speak for you.  It’s not an attorney’s job to 
act upon a remonstrance that was delivered to you.  It is your responsibility to deal 
with it and you failed miserably.  The Chief of Staff ( at the meeting ) suggested 
that we file legislation to nullify the legislation that was unlawfully passes years 
before.  There are two problems with that. 1. You cannot file legislation to alter/
change the Constitution & 2 What if the legislation does not pass?  The unlawful 
aspect(s) of the Constitution will still be unlawful.  The only way to alter/change 
the Constitution is article 100  through a referendum to the people or a 
constitutional convention.
Finally, There are only two issues that can be at work here 1. Ignorance of the law 
demonstrated by you, the Governor and the Attorney General or 2 You are all 
involved in organized crime and are willing participants in the crimes against the 
people.  It appears as though we do not have a state government, rather, we have an 
organized crime syndicate known as the BAR operating our state.  
     The decisions that you make are going to affect your children/grandchildren in a 
positive or negative way.  That choice is up to you, freedom or slavery!!!

Sincerely

Richard J. Merrett
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1.2.  Yes…Mr. Merrett…We are in agreement.

We are in agreement.
Yes…Mr. Merrett…

We are in agreement.

May I share the following 61 page documentation of the last several years which clearly 
lays out the details and interconnections of the fraud to which every-day American 
sovereigns are subjected to by the pirates you mentioned.  

The details are extensive.  

The documentation is extensive.  

The process appears to be designed to wear out the effort of the victim; deplete the 
financial ability to press forward to seek remedy —  which should be part of the 
enforcement process — which by this just one more compete example — seems to 
demonstrate that the enforcement agencies are part of the fraud and are only an illusion 
created in fraud.

At the same time, the various agencies make every effort to hire as many people as 
possible to work for the de facto agencies.  The more the merrier. It is harder to get 
someone who is on the take, to out the fraud. 
 
So why would any public servant sell out their country?

Since everything is corporate, money provided as grants are bribes—not grants.
Grants are Bribes
Bribes…bribes…bribes…
Judicial Corruption: “Bribes” to California State Judges!
The work of Dr. Shirley Moore.

13Sep16 – Transparent California

Transparent California is provided by the Nevada Policy Research Institute as a public service 
and is dedicated to providing accurate, comprehensive and easily searchable information on the 
compensation of public employees in California.

https://scannedretina.com/2016/04/11/so-why-would-any-public-servant-sell-out-their-country/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/30/grants-are-bribes/
https://scannedretina.com/2013/09/17/bribes-bribes-bribes/
https://scannedretina.com/2014/06/28/judicial-corruption-bribes-to-california-state-judges/
https://scannedretina.com/2013/01/05/the-work-of-dr-shirley-moore/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/13/13sep16-transparent-california/
http://npri.org/
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1.3.  in a similar effort to make people aware, in my case, the fraud begins 
with: in a similar effort to make people aware, in my case, the fraud begins with:

1) THE STATE OF New Jersey - Creation of ALL CAPS – ARNOLD BERYL 
ROSNER

2) my local CPA acting in the capacity of a tax advisor, - keep your eye on the 
middle initial “R” - 

3) THE IRS ENROLLED AGENT who works for the tax advisor 
4) Would you buy a used car from the IRS?
5) THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - in his capacity 

as a member of Congress
6) ROBERT MCMULLAN - IRS TAX COMPLIANCE OFFICER - 23-Aug16 – Update 

– Conclusion of 2013 Tax Audit
7) THE COMMISSIONER OF THE IRS - 13oct16-public-notice-completion-of-

records-correction-demand
8) THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY - 23-Aug16 – Update – Conclusion of 

2013 Tax Audit
9) THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX BOARD -   Franchise Tax 

Board – Semantic Deceit – AKA – Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy
10) MUFG - UNION BANK - 
11) THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS - MUFG UNION BANK - Union Bank attention – 

Directors – union-bank-attention-directors
12) THE BRANCH MANAGER OF MUFG UNION BANK - Union Bank attention - 

Branch Manager Le - union-bank-attention-branch-manager-le.pdf
13) THE CEO OF THE CITY OF FOUNTAIN VALLEY - 10-29-18 ***Public Notice – 

Notice to Civil Authority – MUFG:UNION BANK has defaulted – A non-response 
admits guilt.

14) THE CITY OF FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
15) DETECTIVE BEN RODDY OF THE CITY OF FOUNTAIN VALLEY
16) THE CITY OF TEMPE ARIZONA -
17)  Submitted to the CFPB on 10/29/2018 - 181029-3584058
18) Response to US-CFPB 181029-3584058 12-02-18 MUFG-UNION 

BANK FRAUD
19) Lawrence Carter - Bank Examiner Office of the Controller - Office of 

the treasury - 12-09-18 – Summary MUFG-UNION BANK FRAUD ON THE 
PEOPLE - extensive recorded interviews of the fraudulent process used to 
deceive the public.

20) Offering Assisting in your investigation
21) Congressman Rohrabacher - Congressman Rohrabacher… Guilty of 

treason? Guilty of fraud?
22) UNION BANK – ATTN CEO – Stephen Cummings
23) MULTIPLE ACTS OF MUFG UNION BANK – FTB CONSPIRACY 

https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/31/creation-of-all-caps-arnold-beryl-rosner/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/31/creation-of-all-caps-arnold-beryl-rosner/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/06/30/would-you-buy-a-used-car-from-the-irs/
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/02-irs-clip-voluntary.mov
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/02-irs-clip-voluntary.mov
https://scannedretina.com/2016/08/10/23-aug16-update-conclusion-of-2013-tax-audit/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/08/10/23-aug16-update-conclusion-of-2013-tax-audit/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/10/14/13oct16-public-notice-completion-of-records-correction-demand/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/10/14/13oct16-public-notice-completion-of-records-correction-demand/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/08/10/23-aug16-update-conclusion-of-2013-tax-audit/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/08/10/23-aug16-update-conclusion-of-2013-tax-audit/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/04/franchise-tax-board-semantic-deceit-aka-califrnia-govt-operations-agcy/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/04/franchise-tax-board-semantic-deceit-aka-califrnia-govt-operations-agcy/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/28/union-bank-attention-directors-union-bank-attention-directors/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/28/union-bank-attention-directors-union-bank-attention-directors/
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/union-bank-attention-branch-manager-le.pdf
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/union-bank-attention-branch-manager-le.pdf
https://scannedretina.com/2018/10/29/10-29-18-public-notice-notice-to-civil-authority-mufgunion-bank-has-defaulted-a-none-response-admits-guilt/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/10/29/10-29-18-public-notice-notice-to-civil-authority-mufgunion-bank-has-defaulted-a-none-response-admits-guilt/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/10/29/10-29-18-public-notice-notice-to-civil-authority-mufgunion-bank-has-defaulted-a-none-response-admits-guilt/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/02/28/response-to-us-cfpb-181029-3584058-12-02-18-mufg-union-bank-fraud/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/02/28/response-to-us-cfpb-181029-3584058-12-02-18-mufg-union-bank-fraud/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/12/09/12-09-18-summary-mufg-union-bank-fraud-on-the-people/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/12/09/12-09-18-summary-mufg-union-bank-fraud-on-the-people/
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/city-of-fountain-valley-detailed-evidence.pdf
https://scannedretina.com/2012/01/17/congressman-rohrabacher-guilty-of-treason-guilty-of-fraud/
https://scannedretina.com/2012/01/17/congressman-rohrabacher-guilty-of-treason-guilty-of-fraud/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/01/02/union-bank-attn-ceo-stephen-cummings/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/12/23/multiple-acts-of-mufg-union-bank-ftb-conspiracy-2018_12_05_15_06_47/
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2018_12_05_15_06_47
24) Jelena McWilliams-FDIC
25) FDIC responds – Message from the SWAMP? – Jelena McWilliams-FDIC

1.3.1.  Yes…Mr. Merrett…We are in agreement.

We are in agreement.
-1 The fraud is as close as your local city administration.  But it extends to the county, 

the state the federal and the Federal Reserve.

* Update – Fountain Valley Police Report 18-43772 Amended
Affidavit of service – Submitted to AG Barr

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

https://scannedretina.com/2018/12/23/multiple-acts-of-mufg-union-bank-ftb-conspiracy-2018_12_05_15_06_47/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/02/24/jelena-mcwilliams-fdic/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/08/fdic-responds-message-from-the-swamp-jelena-mcwilliams-fdic/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/28/update-fountain-valley-police-report-18-43772-amended/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/07/affidavit-of-service-submitted-to-ag-barr/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
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1.4.  They are inland pirates who are getting away with the destruction of 
America, systematically. On Aug 11, 2019, at 6:36 PM, Rich Merrett 
<jamcms8@hotmail.com> wrote:

I	am	in	agreement	with	you	but	the	people	are	not	aware	of	this	fraud.	

Why	aren't	more	people	trying	to	expose	the	fraud?	

This	is	my	objec>ve	by	sending	the	le@er	to	the	Speaker.		People	need	
to	wake	up	to	the	fact	that	our	government	does	not	exist.		

They	are	inland	pirates	who	are	geDng	away	with	the	destruc>on	of	
America,	systema>cally.
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1.5.  The speaker is an impostor and a fraud	From:	arnie	rosner	
<arnie@arnierosner.com>
Sent:	Sunday,	August	11,	2019	6:03	PM
To:	Rich	Merre@	<jamcms8@hotmail.com>
Cc:	Dick	Marple	<armlaw@hotmail.com>;	Ron	Vrooman	
<ronvrooman@fron>er.com>
Subject:	Re:	FYI	-	le@er	sent	to	the	N.H.	Speaker	of	the	House
 
Please Mr. Merrit…

The speaker is an impostor and a fraud.  He demonstrates his treason by 
his acts of dishonor.  This is a matter of his personal choice.

There is nothing new in this respect of fakes and impostors pretending to 
be legitimate.
John Murtha – Impostor committed Treason – Time to sue his 
estate…

545-Criminal Impersonators

Excerpt:
One hundred senators, 435 congressmen, one President, and nine 
Supreme Court justices equates to 545 human beings out of the 300 million 
are directly, legally, morally, and individually responsible for the domestic 
problems that plague this country.
 

There has not been a lawful and legitimate government since the 1860’s.  
And perhaps never.  And everyday, the criminal impersonators 
demonstrate their continued acts of dishonor and treason.

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
mailto:jamcms8@hotmail.com
mailto:armlaw@hotmail.com
mailto:ronvrooman@frontier.com
https://scannedretina.com/2015/10/31/john-murtha-impostor-committed-treason-time-to-sue-his-estate/
https://scannedretina.com/2015/10/31/john-murtha-impostor-committed-treason-time-to-sue-his-estate/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/04/18/545-criminal-impersonators/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/01/05/there-is-no-legitimate-constitution-treaty-of-peace-nullified-it/
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1.6.  On the other hand...Mr. Trump seems to be making great strides On the 
other hand...Mr. Trump seems to be making great strides in addressing the 
fraud of the swamp, but he can not be expected to do it all himself.
  
Trumps hands are tied—ours are not!

In fact... there is great danger to all concerned, if we the people, rely on 
one individual to resolve a matter for which we the American sovereigns 
are all responsible. 

Yes, Mr. Merritt, we the people were the reason any government was 
created.  And we are the clearly the intended beneficiaries of this process.  
The public bodies, institutions and their agents are all designated 
trustee’s of the public trust.

Public Service is a Public Trust… Fiduciary Duty

And the agents all assumed the responsibility willingly and with their 
own consent.

Free-Will Choice

Under the circumstances in which we find ourselves…it appears there is no 
form of lawful and legitimate enforcement.  Therefore any reasonable 
American must conclude there is also no lawful or legitimate government, 
operating on the delegated authority of the people who commissioned the 
creation of the government from the beginning.

And the following explains just a small part of how this fraud 
was engineered by FDR.

cold

1933-Plus

https://scannedretina.com/2018/09/02/trumps-hands-are-tied-ours-are-not/
https://scannedretina.com/2015/10/21/public-service-is-a-public-trust-fiduciary-duty/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/01/13/free-will-choice/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/03/11/cold/
https://scannedretina.com/2014/07/02/1933-plus/
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1.7.  Testing legitimtcy The test of legitimacy has been presented to Mr. 
Trump's designee…as the Attorney General.  But even that matter is 
subject to conflict…

• how can a member of the BAR ( Members of the British 
Accreditation Registry…(BAR) ) possibly serve the true interests 
of the American sovereigns? 

Notice has been given to Mr. Barr.  Will he demonstrate his honorable 
intentions?

Affidavit of service – Submitted to AG Barr

https://www.vsb.org/

Like all Americans...
The choice to act honorably is always ours…

https://scannedretina.com/2016/07/08/members-of-the-british-accreditation-registry-bar/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/07/08/members-of-the-british-accreditation-registry-bar/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/07/affidavit-of-service-submitted-to-ag-barr/
https://www.vsb.org/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/06/12/the-choice-to-act-honorably-is-always-ours/
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1.8.  In the interim — Applying peaceful encouragement In the interim —  As 
sovereigns we must recognize our responsibilities and assert our lawful 
authority in a peaceful and encouraging manner.  Civil defense is 
everyone’s responsibility.
 
*** P U B L I C – N O T I C E – 08-08-2019 Exit Tyranny Project USA 
Urgent

If the body politic masquerading as the lawful Congress, can confer 
immunity from molestation of the pirates of admiralty via the ruse, 
"America is a captive nation indebted to the BRITISH CROWN 
CORPORATION" to individuals by the application of private law…about 
which few Americans are even aware…

Whom might be suspected of imposing the tyranny under which 
Americans find themselves?

Attention Mr. Trump…Restore-Promote and Empower – American 
hero’s…who were right!

https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/08/p-u-b-l-i-c-n-o-t-i-c-e-08-08-2019-exit-tyranny-project-usa-urgent/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/08/p-u-b-l-i-c-n-o-t-i-c-e-08-08-2019-exit-tyranny-project-usa-urgent/
https://scannedretina.com/2014/04/22/the-city-of-london-the-british-crown/
https://scannedretina.com/2014/04/22/the-city-of-london-the-british-crown/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/01/30/attention-mr-trump-restore-promote-and-empower-american-heros-who-were-right/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/01/30/attention-mr-trump-restore-promote-and-empower-american-heros-who-were-right/
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1.9.  we the people may have to do the job ourselves… Putting all of the 
above aside Mr. Merrett, isn’t the real bottom line when those with 
whom we the people have contracted for essential services (enumerated 
powers specified in the real Constitution), breach their contract, we the 
people may have to do the job ourselves…

Civil defense. - Able bodied sovereign Americans 18 to 45 

A. MACK – 01 Rise-up 

B. MACK – 02 Tyranny 

C. MACK – 03 County sheriff obligations
D. MACK – 04 Because they can; not because they should!
E. MACK – 06 Obama – Took criminal abuse to new heights
F.  MACK – 07 Right to bear arms
G. MACK – 08 Asserting lawful recognized sovereignty

H. MACK – 09 Its the Congress

I. ESSENTIAL SERVICES – Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of 
Happiness?

J. Is your county sheriff in breach? Guilty of TREASON?

 
arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-01-rise-up/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-02-tyranny/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-03-county-sheriff-obligations/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-04-because-they-can-not-because-they-should/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-06-obama-took-criminal-abuse-to-new-heights/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-06-obama-took-criminal-abuse-to-new-heights/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-07-right-to-bear-arms/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-08-asserting-lawful-recognized-sovereignty/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-09-its-the-congress/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/02/essential-services-life-liberty-and-the-pursuit-of-happiness/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/02/essential-services-life-liberty-and-the-pursuit-of-happiness/
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1.10.  Your crime? Naive? Gullible? Trusting? On Aug 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, Rich 
Merrett <jamcms8@hotmail.com> wrote:

Since	out	government	has	been	stolen	from	us,	is	it	not	be@er	to	
expose	the	fraud	or	keep	silent	so	others	will	not	know	what	has	
happened?		I	choose	to	expose	the	fraud.		The	Speaker	obviously	
doesn't	know	the	law.	I	am	trying	to	expose	that	fact	to	the	public.

Americans – sovereigns! Your crime? Naive? Gullible? Trusting?

Your good intentions are appreciated.  However the speaker is pulling our chain…he 
knows the law.

From:	arnie	rosner	<arnie@arnierosner.com>
Sent:	Sunday,	August	11,	2019	4:03	PM
To:	Rich	Merre@	<jamcms8@hotmail.com>
Cc:	Ron	Vrooman	<ronvrooman@fron>er.com>;	Dick	Marple	
<armlaw@hotmail.com>
Subject:	Re:	FYI	-	le@er	sent	to	the	N.H.	Speaker	of	the	House
 
Dear Mr. Merrett,

Thank you for your response.  Your candor is appreciated.

However, if the man to whom you address this matter acted as you described, on what 
basis can he be called a lawfully empowered and legitimate public officer?  

An Impostor — seems more of an accurate description…like the rest of the 
Americans…The choice to act honorably is always ours…

Americans – sovereigns! Your crime? Naive? Gullible? Trusting?

mailto:jamcms8@hotmail.com
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/02/americans-sovereigns-your-crime-naive-gullible-trusting/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
mailto:jamcms8@hotmail.com
mailto:ronvrooman@frontier.com
mailto:armlaw@hotmail.com
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1.11.  On Oregon - the same type  of masquerading of public officials appears 
to be the name of the game. According to the efforts of Ron Vrooman, a 
sovereign on Oregon  (not proven to even be a state) the same type  of 
masquerading of public officials appears to be the name of the game.  

Mr. Trump has now named the game as treason, ( Now it is official – T 
R E A S O N ) in his, Mr. Trump’s particular experience.

https://scannedretina.com/2019/06/30/honorable-american-sovereigns-demanding-truth-and-respect-for-the-rule-of-law-on-oregon/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/06/30/honorable-american-sovereigns-demanding-truth-and-respect-for-the-rule-of-law-on-oregon/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/27/now-it-is-official-t-r-e-a-s-o-n/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/27/now-it-is-official-t-r-e-a-s-o-n/
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1.12.  And another American legend in his own time And another American 
legend in his own time, had the following to say:

1) MACK – 01 Rise-up
2) MACK – 02 Tyranny
3) MACK – 04 Because they can; not because they should!
4) A S U M M A R Y – THE COMPLICITS! 
5) MACK – 09 Its the Congress

It seems we are watching the show Mr. Merritt…but as you also mentioned 
the 60’s — however the curtain was really closed in the 1860’s…and we 
are still sitting in the empty theater.  Over 100 years of organized deception 
and fraud.  

K A B U K I

https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-01-rise-up/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-02-tyranny/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-04-because-they-can-not-because-they-should/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/02/a-s-u-m-m-a-r-y-the-complicits/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/08/03/mack-09-its-the-congress/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/20/k-a-b-u-k-i/
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It is an empty chair. It will always be an empty chair. Regardless of 
how strong is the will of patriots to alter it.

But the voices of a few honorable people in ‘government,” still echo the 

https://scannedretina.com/2016/03/08/it-is-an-empty-chair-it-will-always-be-an-empty-chair-regardless-of-how-strong-is-the-will-of-patriots-to-alter-it/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/03/08/it-is-an-empty-chair-it-will-always-be-an-empty-chair-regardless-of-how-strong-is-the-will-of-patriots-to-alter-it/
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sentiments of our great American heritage. 

Update! – The Honorable —— YUP —- WE GOT ‘EM!

A. http://12160.info/profiles/blogs/harry-accornero-new-hampshire-gop-
lawmaker-accuses-president

B.
C. Dick Marple adventures in criminal impersonation – Make 

believe – simulated judicial reality
D. Dick Marple: Attn Sovereign Americans – hb 507 right to travel 

2019
E. Dick Marple – SERIOUS ACTION – Case Number    

429-2014CR-00153 – Right to travel

If, as you say, there are no lawful courts, and as you also point out, 
there are no lawful enforcement agencies, only more criminal 
impersonators, pretending to be the agencies and agents —— more 
impostors — 

multiple choice – id role in society

https://scannedretina.com/2019/02/21/update-the-honorable-yup-we-got-em/
http://12160.info/profiles/blogs/harry-accornero-new-hampshire-gop-lawmaker-accuses-president
http://12160.info/profiles/blogs/harry-accornero-new-hampshire-gop-lawmaker-accuses-president
https://scannedretina.com/2018/06/12/dick-marple-adventures-in-criminal-impersonation-make-believe-simulated-judicial-reality/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/06/12/dick-marple-adventures-in-criminal-impersonation-make-believe-simulated-judicial-reality/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/01/17/dick-marple-attn-sovereign-americans-hb-507-right-to-travel-2019/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/01/17/dick-marple-attn-sovereign-americans-hb-507-right-to-travel-2019/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/04/03/dick-marple-serious-action-case-number-429-2014cr-00153-right-to-travel/
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https://scannedretina.com/2019/01/13/multiple-choice-id-role-in-society/
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1.13.  It is the sovereigns who decide…not the public servants! Then, as the 
people, are we not faced with a situation where the only lawful authority 
in America — the American sovereigns, — must act on their own behalf 
to secure their own safety and security and restore the peaceful 
tranquility we are guaranteed in a republic form of governance?

It is the sovereigns who decide…not the public servants!
organizing its Powers in such Form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect 
their Safety and Happiness.

• For is it not the right of the true American people - the 
sovereigns - the clearly intended beneficiaries of the public trust 
created under such a document… 

• The sovereign Americans who believe-in, accept, respect and honor 
the content of the original Constitution, provided by the founders, 
as the supreme law of the land, and 

• Is it not the time to further consider exercising the options 
provided by the founding documents in a peaceful and lawful 
manner?

 28Aug16 – The Unanimous Declaration!

Extract:

We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created equal, that they 
are endowed, by their CREATOR, with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.–That to secure these Rights, 
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the 
Consent of the Governed, that whenever any Form of Government becomes 
destructive of these Ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and 
to institute new Government, laying its Foundation on such Principles, 
and organizing its Powers in such Form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect 

https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/24/trump-its-official-the-people-govern-the-people-rule-the-people-are-sovereign-de-facto-is-no-more/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/24/trump-its-official-the-people-govern-the-people-rule-the-people-are-sovereign-de-facto-is-no-more/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/08/28/28aug16-the-unanimous-declaration/
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their Safety and Happiness.
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1.14.  Mr. Merritt, respectfully sir…I ask you… Mr. Merritt, respectfully sir…I 
ask you…

Is this not a decision that is exclusively a matter reserved for the American people 
to decide for themselves?

As the people — We may be able to delegate some of our authority; but 
never abdicate the responsibility.

For your further reconsideration...  
 

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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1.15.  I totally disagree with you, On Aug 11, 2019, at 1:12 PM, Rich Merrett 
<jamcms8@hotmail.com> wrote:

Mr.	Rosner,

I	totally	disagree	with	you,	for	3	very	important	reasons.
1 	The	Speaker	was	personally	delivered	a	Remonstrance	prior	to	a	vote	on	

the	floor	on	the	issue	regarding	vo>ng	and	resident.	He	failed	to	share	that	
document	with	the	rest	of	the	House	members.

2 When	we	asked	for	a	mee>ng	with	the	Speaker	to	explain	his	ac>ons	on	the	
Remonstrance,	he	granted	the	mee>ng	but	failed	to	appear.		Two	a@orneys	
were	in	a@endance	instead	of	the	Speaker.		The	people	did	not	elect	
a@orneys	to	act/speak	for	the	Speaker	or	the	Governor.		Their	absence	
shows	their	ignorance	of	the	law	or	their	par>cipa>on	in	organized	
corrup>on.

3 Taking	the	Speaker	to	court	is	fu>le	since	there	are	no	Courts	of	Record	in	
New	Hampshire.		A	Court	of	Record	is	common	las	jurisdic>on	or	land	
jurisdic>on	and	that	was	stolen	form	the	people	back	in	the	60's		A	Court	of	
Record	by	defini>on	must	fit	4	criteria

1.		operates	in	the	course	of	the	common	law
2.		Has	it's	own	seal
3.		The	tribunal	is	separate	from	the	Magistrate.
4.		Maintains	a	record	of	the	proceedings.

See	U.S.		V		Williams	to	verify	my	conten>on.

IF	we	con>nue	to	excuse	our	elected	officials	when	they	are	ignorant	of	the	law,	
our	state	will	con>nue	to	spiral	out	of	control.		Ignorance	is	public	enemy	#	1	
followed	closely	by	the	interna>onal	banks	and	the	BAR.		While	we're	at	it,	we	
might	as	well	throw	the	IRS	in	there	as	number	4.

Understand	that	I	was	ignorant	for	most	of	my	life	but	in	later	life	took	the	>me	to	
study	the	law	(	the	Cons>tu>on	)	and	found	that	I	indeed	was	ignorant	and	have	
been	trying	to	show	people	that	we	are	all	ignorant	of	the	law.		Since	the	law	was	
adopted	and	ra>fied	by	the	people	in	1783.		That	made	the	document	
(	Cons>tu>on	)	a	common	law	document	but	common	law	does	not	exist	today,	
WHY?		I	know	the	answer	to	that	ques>on	but	the	rest	of	the	people	in	N.H.	have	

mailto:jamcms8@hotmail.com
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to	know	it	or	we	will	never	truly	be	free.		Thank	you	for	your	inquiry
Richard	Merre@
From:	arnie	rosner	<arnie@arnierosner.com>
Sent:	Sunday,	August	11,	2019	12:19	PM
To:	Rich	Merre@	<JAMCMS8@hotmail.com>
Cc:	Dick	Marple	<armlaw@hotmail.com>
Subject:	Re:	FYI	-	le@er	sent	to	the	N.H.	Speaker	of	the	House

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
mailto:JAMCMS8@hotmail.com
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1.16.  partial delegated authority does not grant him or any public officer any 
such authority to act in the capacity of a dictator. Mr. Merrit,

Thank you for your open letter expressing your strong sentiments.  
Asserting your sovereignty demonstrates an important point.  A point upon 
which I wish to expand.

Before publishing in the form as you presented... I must ask about your 
comment that follows—

And I quote, 

"The decisions that you make are going to affect your children/grandchildren in a 
positive or negative way.  That choice is up to you, freedom or slavery!!!”

As I understand the matter addressed — the letter implies, he, Mr. Shurtleff, has 
the choice…I must ask you to reconsider —  Does he really have the choice?

As the speaker of the house, and acting in the capacity of a representative of the 
people, does not Mr. Shurtleff, as well as all representatives of the people, have the 
obligation to cast any vote, based upon the will of the people and therefore not one 
of the representative's personal choice?  

The partial delegated authority from the people does not grant him or any 
public officer any such authority to act in the capacity of a dictator.  The 
people must be consulted, provided full disclosure and given the opportunity 
to grant their consent! 

As a lawful and legitimate public officer, Mr. Shurtleff, has given up his personal 
sovereignty, when he swore an oath of office to serve as an instrument of the 
people.  

Free-Will Choice

In his official capacity as a representative of the people, his personal views have no 
more weight than any individual constituent.

As I read through the document, attached) It would seem your comment infers Mr. 

https://scannedretina.com/2018/01/13/free-will-choice/
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Shurtleff, and other public servants, has some sort of authority that transcends the 
people… That can never be true!

The people are sovereign…

Mr. Shurtleff is a servant of the people — A trustee of the public 
trust; not a dictator.  

And if it becomes apparent he is exceeding his delegated authority, (The fact you 
have written your letter, attests to the notion that such a question has been raised  
in the mind of reasonable Americans) he violates the scope of the employment 
contract, his oath of office.  

Based upon the code that governs the conduct, of all public officers, this 
would indicate Mr. Shurtleff, is acting in dishonor and can no longer be respected 
as a lawfully empowered representative of the people.  

Instead of writing him a letter, shouldn’t he be charged and prosecuted to the 
fullest extent of the supreme law of the land?       

  A Federal Crime! Violating Their Oath; cause for removal from office!

California, the lawful state - the position on the matter is expressed in the 
following manner:

Endowed by their Creator…The People are the Final Arbiters.

“All political power is inherent in the people. Government is instituted for 
their protection, security, and benefit, and they have the right to alter or 
reform it when the public good may require.” ― Article 2, Section 1, 
California Constitution.

The People Reserve the Right to Retain Control

https://scannedretina.com/2019/04/27/trump-the-american-sovereigns-rule-america/
http://scannedretina.com/2013/04/18/oath-of-office-is-a-quid-pro-quo-contract/
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public agencies exist to aid in the conduct of the people’s business – 
Code Section 11120
Defining the role of our Public Servants – California

The people of this state do not yield their sovereignty to the agencies or the public 
servants which serve them. The people, in delegating authority, do not give their 
public servants the right to decide what is good for the people to know and what is 
not good for them to know. The people insist on remaining informed so that they 
may retain control over the instruments they have created.

Mr. Merrit — Before proceeding with publishing your letter...Your 
thoughts on the matter will be appreciated.

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com
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